EAST  AGAIN
way — had done well and we had accomplished the last rough
stages of the 60 or 70 miles of journey without mishap.
From the temple roof a great bend of the beautiful valley lies
displayed, the river flowing leisurely between fields verdant with
the crops of early summer, with scattered villages nestling in
groves of trees, while at our feet lay the upturned roofs of the
little town, the whole luminous in the soft radiance of a June
day. Below in the dark chambers of the temple great gilt
images of the God of War peered from their surroundings of dust
and incense-laden air.
In the morning our journey is resumed, the lorry diving
and leaping amongst the boulders that form the surface of so
much of the track. At times a spurt uphill accounts for little
more than a metre of headway and our vehicle rests to take
breath, held in position by blocks of rough wood applied behind
its rear wheels by the skilful assistant of a still more skilful
Chinese chauffeur. A little after midday Jehol is reached and
we are driven at a perilous pace through the narrow streets of
the small Chinese city that once Celestial Emperors delighted to
honour. At the residence of a Belgian priest who conducts a
mission at Jehol we are received with that kindly hospitality that
is so typical of China, and it was under his pleasant guidance
that we visited during our three days' stay the decaying palaces
and temples that render so attractive this remote, half-forgotten
Summer Capital, the scene of Lord Macartney's Embassy in
Time and neglect and civil war — and unpaid soldiery — have
taken heavy toll of Jehol's possessions. Where once stood the
" Forest of Ten Thousand Trees " — a poetical exaggeration for
an extensive wood — only a few pines remain. The rest have
gone. The lake, with its supply of water diverted, is little more
to-day than a marsh, and many of its islands, crowned with kiosks
and groups of buildings, rise from luscious pastures on which
deer are feeding. In places piles of stone are all that remain of
destroyed constructions, and even the wooden pillars that support
the overhanging roofs of temple and pagoda have been half-cut
away for firewood. The troops that to-day are housed in the
scattered buildings of the walled park have been often and for
long without their pay, and are vandals from necessity rather
than from inclination.
The Palace presents none of the magnificence or the colour
of the Imperial residences of Peking, but there is a great hall

